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News and Announcements 

• ZEOS Added to Discount Program 

Fast, Inexpensive PC/MS-DOS Microcomputers 
Computers running PC/MS-DOS (IBM and IBM-compatibles) 
are one of the three standard types of desktop systems at the 
University (the other two standards are the Macintosh and 
UNIX). Because we are concerned with making the best systems 
available to the University community at the lowest possible 
prices, we continually evaluate machines, looking for systems that 
offer better price and performance. In addition to looking for 
performance leaders, we look for stable companies that offer broad 
product lines so we can meet the varied needs of the University 
community. 

We also consider the quality of the technical support offered by 
the vendor and how quickly they can ship systems. After carefully 
evaluating MS-DOS system vendors on all these criteria, we have 
decided to add a new vendor to the University's Microcomputer 
Discount program. 

We are happy to announce that ZEOS computers are now avail
able to full-time faculty, staff, and students through the 
University's Microcomputer Discount Program. ZEOS offers MS
DOS systems that include 386SX systems (at 16 and 20 MHz), 
80386 systems (at 25 and 33 MHz), 80486 systems (at 25 and 33 
MHz), as well as a 286 portable that weighs 6.5 pounds. 

How Does ZEOS Do It? 
Why is ZEOS able to offer high-performance systems at low 
prices? ZEOS is one of the new breed of direct-marketing micro
computer companies. Rather than operate a chain of retail outlets 
or send platoons of salespeople to call on accounts, ZEOS sells 
systems directly to end-users over the phone. By minimizing their 
overhead costs, ZEOS is able to offer quality machines at signifi
cantly lower prices than traditional microcomputer vendors. 

Part of what differentiates ZEOS from most direct marketing 
companies is that ZEOS operates its own circuit board assembly 
line and has board-level design engineers who evaluate and design 
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Theorist 

DO Theorist is a symbolic math and graphing 
program for the Macintosh that allows you to 
manipulate and solve symbolic and numerical 

equations. Theorist is able to display and print your 
equations in true mathematical notation. Integral signs, 
subscripts and superscripts are all displayed properly. You 
can even display and animate graphical information and 
create presentations and outlines. 

To use Theorist most efficiently, you can use both the 
keyboard and the palettes. Theorist will even teach you 
how to enter information via the keyboard. To do this use 
the palette to enter an equation. Then select the equation 
and copy it. Lastly, press the [Enter] key to create a com
ment and paste it into your equation. Theorist will display 
the keyboard version of your equation. 

Figure 4 displays the keyboard and palette entries you need 
to produce the following expression: 

x 2 +1=2x 

Figure 1: The Variable Palette 

Figure 2: The Function Palette 

Theorist is often compared to 
Mathematica, another symbolic 
mathematics program that is available 
for the Macintosh. (For a complete 
review of Mathematica, please see the 
January 1989 issue of our Newsletter.) 
Mathematica is an extensive math
ematics program; it incorporates two 
features that are not found in Theo
rist: a programming language and the 
ability to run on different computer 
systems, such as the NeXT and SUN 
workstations. Although Theorist is 
not as comprehensive as Mathematica, 
it is a practical, easy to use, and 
inexpensive alternative. 
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Entering Equations 
You can enter equations and expres
sions into Theorist using two meth
ods: the palette and the keyboard. 

When you start Theorist, you are 
presented with a window that has a 
palette above it. The Variable palette, 
shown in Figure l, allows you to enter vari
ables, constants, and Greek letters. 

You use the Function palette, shown in 
Figure 2, to enter mathematical operators and 
functions. To view the Function palette, click 
on the Xbutton, shown in Figure l. 

Entering equations and expressions via the 
keyboard is faster than entering information via 

Figure 3: Greek Symbols 
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Figure 4: Entering Equations 

1) Keyboard Entry: 
xA21Esc]+1=2x 

2) Palette Entry: 

x~ 2 1:=-~ll 

J.l v 

X w 
"t "+' .n 
" 

the palette. However, the palettes provide access to 
options, such as trigonometric functions and Greek 
symbols, that are not readily available from the keyboard. 
Figure 3 shows the Greek symbols that are available. The 
palettes toggle automatically to facilitate entering equations 
and expressions. 

The second part of Figure 4 shows the buttons you click to 
enter the equation. The first button allows the 2 to be 
entered as a power of x. The next two buttons allow the 
cursor to move down from the superscript, 2 to the x term. 
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Figure 5: Equation entry methods The fourth button produces a plus sign so the 1 
can be added. The next button produces an 
equal sign. The last button multiplies the 2 
byx. 

1) Keyboard Entry: 
n @ 0 I Tab I 5 I Esc I *a" n 

The example in Figure 4 is easier to enter from 
the keyboard than from the palette. However, 
equations that use mathematical functions and 
symbols are often easier to enter using a combi
nation of keyboard and palette entry. Figure 5 
shows an example of this. In our 

2) Palette and Keyboard Entry: 

example we will enter the following 
expression: 

In the first part of Figure 5, the 
equation is entered entirely from the 
keyboard. The second part of Figure 
5 uses the palette to facilitate entering 
the equation. 

Notebooks and Stationery Files 
Theorist creates two types of documents: Notebooks and 
Stationery. Notebooks can contain equations, expressions, 
and graphs. You can use Stationery documents to save 
templates that contain your own special definitions and 
rules. 

When you want to make a new notebook that has your 
own special rules and definitions already in it, just open an 
appropriate Stationery file. When you launch Theorist it 
automatically opens any notebook files that are numbered 
1-10. The contents of these numbered notebooks are 
saved automatically. To bypass this feature, choose Revert 
from the File menu. Since these numbered notebooks 
open and save automatically, they are very efficient and 
make a good starting point for larger projects. 

Assumptions and Comments 
When you first start Theorist, your screen will look similar 
to the one shown in Figure 6. This figure shows two icons 
that Theorist calls Propositions. The top proposition, 
Declarations, is a comment. When you enter comments, 
Theorist behaves like a word processor. This "Declara
tions" heading is contained in every notebook and tells 
Theorist how certain functions, variables, and constants are 
defined. The other icon is called an Assumption. Theorist 
can evaluate assumptions. 

a [E] n ITabl 0 ITabl 5(Escl (Tabl jxxyj n 

Figure 6: Notebook Window 

You can enter your own comments and assumptions and 
hide or view them as you build equations. Figure 7 shows 
a Theorist window where the cursor icon has changed to a 
pointing hand. You can use the pointing hand to move 
equations and expressions around and arrange them in a 
hierarchical fashion for use in a presentation or outline. 

Using Theorist 
Theorist differs from other math programs in that it is non
procedural. In most symbolic algebraic programs you type 
a command and the program responds with an answer. In 
Theorist you can define the declarations, rules, and trans
formations that act upon your equations. 

Figure 8 shows how to solve a simple equation with 
Theorist: converting temperature from degrees Fahrenheit 
to degrees Celsius. First you enter the equation. Then 
you enter the temperature that you want to convert, as 
shown in line 2. To solve the problem, select the second 
equation and hold down the [Option) or the 00 key; either 
key will change the cursor to a pointing hand. Now drag 
the second equation over the "F" in the first equation, 
highlighting the F. 

Since Theorist is non-procedural, it will ask you how F and 
C are to be defined. In this case, both are declared as user
defined variables. Using those definitions, Theorist 
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Figure 7: Viewing Declarations 

j File Edit Input Notebook Manipulate Graph Prefs 

Untitled 1 

~eclarations 

~ a .-I :Fi-u-n-ct-io_n.....,l named log behaves as I base ten Log I 

& a I Function I named cos behaves as l Cosine I 
& a I Function I named sin behaves as I Sine I 
& a I Constant I named rrbehaves as In: circle ratio I 
& a Variable I named k behaves as I defined by user I 
& a Constant I named n behaves as I defined by user I 
& a Constant I named c behaves as I defined by user I 
& a Variable I named a behaves as I defined by user I 
& a Variable I named z behaves as I defined by user I 
& a Variable I named y behaves as I defined by user I 

named x behaves as I defined by user I 

Figure 9: Transformation Rule 

a Upon I Transform I transform cosiP+l?J') into cosiP)cosW1)-siniP)sin!UJ). 

Qcos(3t+ 2n) 

6 cos(3t+ 21i} = cos(3t)cos(21Z)-sin(3t)sin(21i} 

Microcomputer ••• 

Figure 8: Solving an Equation 

0C = ~(F-32) 

0F=62 

CJC=53o 

6 16.667 = 16.667 

Theorist's Transform tool allows you 
to create your own mathematical 
rules. Figure 9 shows an example of a 
transformation rule. The shadow 
characters in the first expression in 
Figure 9 indicate that these variables 
are wild cards. Wild card variables 
allow you to pass information from an 
expression to the transformation rule. 

One of Theorist's default settings 
automatically simplifies equations and 
expressions. In Figure 9 this setting 
has been turned off to show how 
information has been passed to the 
transformation rule. Normally the 
cos(21t) term would not be shown in 
the final equation because it is equal 
to l. 

Graphics 
Using Theorist's graphic features is 
straightforward. First you select the 
equation that you want to graph. 
Then you select the type of graph that 
you want to use. Theorist provides 
the following graph types: Linear, 
Logarithmic, Parametric, 3-D color, 

automatically does two things: l) it substitutes the value of 
F into the first equation; and 2) it produces the fraction 
shown in line 3. You can have Theorist calculate the 
simplified answer shown in line 4. 

Illuminated, Polar, Spherical, Cylindrical, Contour, 
Density, and Complex 3-D. 

Theorist also provides tools that enable you to solve 
mathematical problems involving polynomials, imaginary 
numbers, differential and integral calculus, vector calculus, 
differential equations, matrices, and Taylor series. You can 
use Theorist's tools to expand expressions and equations, 
collect and factor them, as well as isolate and transpose 
individual terms. 

Figure 10 shows a simple linear plot. Details of the graph. 
are shown below it in a pop-up window. You can alter th1s 
linear graph's perspective, the line type, the x andy axis 
orientation, and the range of the grid. Using the tools on 
the right side of the graph, you can magnify the graph, 
zoom in on a particular part of the graph, or display the 
graph in finer or coarser resolution. 

Theorist also enables you to find the roots of equations by 
zooming in on a zero crossing of the graph and selecting 
Find Root from the Graph menu. 
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Figure 10: Linear Plot Animating Theorist's plots is as easy 
as selecting a graph and a variable to 
change, then selecting Animate from 
the Graph menu. Theorist allows you 
to select the range of the animation 
variable, the number of frames 
displayed, and the speed in frames per 
second. 

j File Edit Input Notebook Manipulate Graph Prefs 

You can save all graphs and anima
tions in either PICT or EPS Format, 
enabling you to use them with other 
graphics software. 

o+----4--------~¥---------~----~~ 

Getting Started 
!J 

~.5+-~--r-----~~-r----------~--~~~ 
Theorist version 1.05 comes with two 
disks: one for the Mac II family of 
computers and one for the other 
Macs. The package also includes two 
manuals. The first manual is a 
tutorial that explains how to get 
started with Theorist. The tutorials 
cover a wide range of topics from 
manipulating polynomials to using 
differential equations. The other 
manual is a reference manual; it 
contains more technical information 
and explains the philosophy behind 
Theorist. 

-3 ... 3 = left ... right 
- 1 ... 1 = bottom ... top 

~~~~tions 

Ill'- plot I normal I line at (x,y) where x =left ... right 

f axis at (x, bottom) where X = left ... right labeled X on I this side I 
f axis at Qeft,y) where y =bottom ... top labeled yon I other side I 

Software and Hardware Requirements 
Theorist is designed to work on most Macs; however, 
different Macs require different versions of the System. 

Theorist System Requirements 

Version 
6.0.2 or later 
6.0.3 or later 
6.0.4 or later 
6.0. 7 or later 

Macintosh 
Mac Plus, SE, and Mac II 
SE/30, Mac llx, llcx 
Portable, Mac llci, Mac llfx 
Mac Classic and LS 

Theorist will run on a Macintosh equipped with 1 mega
byte of RAM under MultiFinder; however, you should 
reset the Get Info's Application Memory Size box to 600K. 
(The Mac II version is automatically set to use 2MB; the 
other version is set to use 1MB.) The Mac II version is 
optimized to take advantage of the 68020 or 68030 
microprocessor and the 68881 or 68882 coprocessor. We 
found running Theorist with system 6.0.5 and MultiFinder 
as stable as running the program under the regular Finder. 
IfTheorist crashes, it attempts to save your current work in 

a special Notebook (called Lifeboat) before exiting the 
program. 

Conclusion 
Theorist is a well designed program that is intuitive and 
easy to use. Anyone who manipulates or plots equations 
on a regular basis will find Theorist to be a very useful 
program. With its symbolic input and output, Theorist 
makes algebra and calculus clearer and easier to under
stand. 

Theorist offers users many advantages over programs such 
as Mathematica. Equation entry and manipulation is 
straightforward because the screen displays equations as 
they are built and modified. In Mathematica you enter 
equations in a linear format. You can generate Graphs in 
Theorist by selecting an equation and the appropriate 
graph type from the Graph menu, and graphic characteris
tics can be edited via menus and buttons. To produce 
graphs in Mathematica you must create a command file. 
Theorist requires less disk space and system memory to run 
than does Mathematica. 
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Although Theorist is much easier to use than Mathematica, 
some users may find they need the capabilities of 
Mathematica's procedural language. Some complex 
mathematical problems, such as simultaneous equations, 
require the use of a procedural language. Mathematica 
also works on a wide variety of computer platforms. You 
can use a powerful mainframe to run the Mathematica 
kernel, the part that performs the calculations. Then you 
can use your Macintosh or PC to run the appropriate 
Mathematica front end and talk to the mainframe 
Mathematica kernel via a network. 

Theorist is available from the Electronics Desk for $120. 
Technical support is available from Prescience Corporation. 
Theorist is available for your inspection in the Micro
computer HelpLine. 

Upgrade 1.1 
As this issue is going to print, Prescience Corporation 
released a new version of Theorist that includes an im
proved interface, more keyboard shortcuts added to the 
menus, and completely rewritten manuals. Here are some 
of version l.1's highlights. The new version renders 
graphs faster and has a new graph type, Zero Contour, for 
graphing implicit equations. Version 1.1 also includes an 
UnCalculate manipulation to minimize roundoff errors in 
numeric results. A Next Notebook command has been 
added; it allows you to cycle through all of the open 
notebooks. The file format has also changed; version 1.01 
cannot read files created with the new 1.1 version. 

If you bought Theorist before 8-1-90, you can get the 
upgrade for $54.95. If you bought Theorist after 8-1-90, 
you can get the upgrade for $25; send Prescience a copy of 
your purchase order to confirm that you are eligible for the 
$25 price. Both prices includes shipping costs and new 
manuals. To get the upgrade you must also mail your 
original disk to Prescience. If you have questions, you can 
call Prescience at their new number: 415/543-2252. 

Connections: Where Do I Get 
Networking Help? 

1:1 Over the past few years the number of microcom
.. puters on campus has increased dramatically. We 

have seen the desktop computer evolve from a single 
user, standalone, self-contained system to one that needs to 
communicate with and use computing resources in the 
department, throughout the University, and even around 
the world. There is usually more than one way to make 
this sort of computing connection. To help you find the 

necessary resources, we present here some of the sources of 
networking information at the University of Minnesota. 

Microcomputer Helpline 
If you need information about getting your computer to 
talk with other computers, either in your office on a local 
area network (LAN) or across the campus wide backbone 
network, you should start by calling or visting the Micro
computer HelpLine. The HelpLine can give you advice 
about networking problems as well as answers to other 
computing questions. 

Terminal Emulation and File Transfer 
If you need to usc VT100 terminal emulation to communi
cate with other computer systems over a network, you 
might need the Telnet software. Another program, FTP, 
allows you to transfer files between two computer systems 
over a network. And the TN3270 program lets you 
communicate with IBM mainframe systems, emulating an 
IBM 3270 terminal on your microcomputer. 

The Microcomputer Center has MS-DOS and Mac 
versions of all three programs. To get copies of these 
applications and help installing them, visit the Micro
computer HelpLine. Bring several diskettes so you can 
make copies of the software. 

Internet (IP) Addresses 
To get an Internet Address (also known as an IP Address) 
call the Microcomputer HelpLine and ask for the Personal 
Computer Network Connection Request form. You will 
need an IP Address in order to use most of the networking 
software. 

There is an exception to this rule. If you have a Macintosh 
that is on an ApplcTalk network and your connection to 
the campus Ethernet backbone is through a Kinetics 
Fast Path, the FastPath assigns the IP Address that identifies 
your Mac. Since the FastPath assigns this IP address 
dynamically each time you start the computer, you do not 
need to obtain a specific (static) address from us. 

If you have purchased a Kinetics FastPath so you can 
connect your LocalTalk network to the campus Ethernet 
backbone, bring the FastPath to the Microcomputer 
HelpLine. A~k for a Fast Path Configuration Request form 
and follow the instructions. The Microcomputer Center 
will configure the FastPath and call you to pick it up when 
it is ready. You can then install the FastPath in your 
offices. 
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Connecting an IBM, Macintosh, or FastPath to the 
campus Ethernet backbone without first registering it with 
us can cause major network performance problems for 
everyone on the network. 

Communicating via Modems 
If you need to communicate with other computers using a 
modem, the Microcomputer Center has software available 
for that too. We have a site license for University users of 
ProComm version 2.4.2. ProComm runs on IBM and 
other MS-DOS computers. For the Macintosh we have a 
site license for TinCan version 3.0.2. In order to get 
copies ofProComm and TinCan you must be a University 
student, staff, or faculty member. University departments 
may also get copies of these programs. We also have 
versions of the Kermit public domain communications 
program for both Macintosh and MS-DOS systems. To 
find out more about any of these programs and to get a 
copy of them, bring formatted floppy disks to the Micro
computer HelpLine. 

Electronic-mall 
The Microcomputer Center developed an Electronic mail 
(E-mail) application, called POPmai~ that runs on both 
PC/MS-DOS and Macintosh systems. POPmail is avail
able from the Microcomputer HelpLine. 

POPmail is based on the Post Office Protocol (hence the 
POP) and works with a variety of mail servers. If you have 
a Macintosh, you can use the MailS top software (developed 
by the Microcomputer Center) to be your mail server. 
Otherwise, several mainframe systems on campus serve the 
same purpose. To get copies ofPOPmail and MailStop as 
well as more information about them, bring a formatted 
diskette to the Microcomputer HelpLine. 

A POPmail-only account is available on the ACS (Aca
demic Computing Services) mainframe for $20 per year. 
To open a POPmail-only account, call the ACS accounting 
office at 625-1511. 

We have also covered these applications in the following 
issues of the Microcomputer Newsletter. 

• POPmail for PC/MS-DOS machines: May 1990 
• POPmail for Macintoshes: January and July 1990 
• MailStop, an E-mail server: July 1990 

Connecting to the Ethernet Backbone 
Making a connection to the Ethernet backbone may entail 
running wires for the network and setting up a LANmark 
phone connection. If you do not have the wiring and 
phone in place, call Telecommunications Services at 625-

6333. They can tell you what they provide and give you a 
cost estimate for installing wiring and other hardware. 

Telecommunications Trouble Line 
If you are experiencing campus backbone network prob
lems, call the Telecommunications Trouble Line at 625-
0006. This line is staffed 24 hours a day. 

Mainframe Accounts 
If you need a mainframe account you should call the 
accounting office of the particular computer center whose 
services you want to use. 

Academic Computing Services: ACS 
Academic Computing Services (ACS) runs theCA, NV, 
UX, VX, VW, and VZ computer systems. CA runs the 
Control Data NOS Operating system; NV runs NOS/VE; 
VX, VW, and VZ run DEC's VMS Operating system; and 
UX runs the UNIX Operating system. Call625-15ll to 
open an account on any of these systems. For additional 
information and help, call the ACS Helpline at 626-5592. 

Health Sciences Computing Services: HSCS 
Health Sciences Computing Services (HSCS) runs two 
Control Data Cyber systems: one running the NOS 
Operating system, the other NOS/VE. HSCS also 
provides the MinneMEDLINE Bibliographic Retrieval 
system. Call625-2666 to open an account or to get more 
information about any of the HSCS systems. 

St. Paul Computing Services: SPCS 
St. Paul Computing Services (SPCS) supports an IBM 
4341 mainframe running the CMS Operating system. 
Their main offices are located at 50 Coffey Hall on the St. 
Paul campus. To open an account call.624-7788. For 
additional help, call the SPCS Help Desk at 624-6235. 

Administrative Information Services: AIS 
Administrative Information Services (AIS) provides 
administrative information processing for the University. 
Their IBM 4341 system runs TSO. Departments can 
obtain more information about the services provided by 
AIS by calling 624-0555. 

Monthly Network Meetings 
Finally, many of the people who deal with campus network 
problems on a regular basis meet monthly to discuss the 
needs of the University community. The group meets 
regularly on the second Thursday of each month at 10:30 
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a.m. in room 4-192 of the Electrical Engineering/Com
puter Science Building. Although meetings are open to 
anyone in the University community, they are probably 
interesting only to users and managers of computers. To 
get on the electronic mailing list so you can receive notices 
of meetings and other information, send a message to 

net-people-request@mail.unet.umn.edu 

Dial Ma Micro 
If you have networking questions or problems and don't 
know who to call for assistance, first try the Micro
computer HelpLine at 626-4276. We will do our best to 
help find the solutions to your needs. 

Engineering Services Notes 
Don Clark, ACS Engineering Services 

Engineering Services (ES) provides warranty 
service to University departments, employees, 
and students on most equipment sold through 
the discount program. We also provide service 
on equipment such as workstations, terminals, 
and peripherals. If you have trouble with your 

microcomputer equipment, your first call should be to the 
Micro HelpLine. They will help you determine if the 
problem is with your hardware or software. If the symp
toms point to the hardware, call us at 625-1595. 

• Rules for 3.5-lnch Disk Drives 
What you do with the Macintosh's disk drive when you 
move your machine depends on what kind of disk drive 
your machine has. Older Macs came with a travel disk 
(usually bright yellow). Newer Macs do not. 

Here are the rules for using travel disks in your Macintosh 
floppy disk drive: 

800K ,... always use travel disk 
FDHD Superdrive ,... never use travel disk 

e Winter Service Tips 
Minnesota winters can cause problems with micro
computers. Low temperature and low humidity can 
negatively affect the operation of your equipment. 

Low Temperatures and Computers 
Many people transport micros in their vehicles. When a 
microcomputer is stored in very low temperatures for more 

than about an hour, it will be chilled to the bone- includ
ing the magnetic disks and head arm assemblies that are 
buried deep in your hard disk. 

Subfreezing storage temperatures do not necessarily cause 
problems. Vendor specifications for "non-operating/ 
storage" conditions vary widely. For example, the Apple 
storage specifications for a Mac SE/30 is -40F-95F, while 
the Hewlett-Packard storage specifications for a laser 
printer is 32F-95F. (You can usually find environmental 
specifications in the owners guide that came with your 
equipment.) 

Since allowable "operating temperature" ranges are always 
tighter than storage ranges, problems can occur when a 
"cold" (or hot) microcomputer is brought indoors and 
powered up. For example, moisture can condense on 
smooth surfaces. Even slight changes can be significant 
because the mechanical clearances within your hard drive 
are measured in millionths of an inch. The thermal expan
sion and/or contraction that results from temperature 
changes can also cause problems with your hard disk and 
other sensitive components. 

Some Good Advice 
• Don't store your microcomputer in a cold vehicle for 

more than an hour or so. 

• Allow your computer to warm to room temperature 
before powering it up. 

• Move your computer in a carrying bag or shipping 
carton. These containers help protect your computer 
from hazards, such as rapid temperature changes, dust, 
rain, vibration, and scratches. 

Laser Printers and Paper Woes 
Wintertime means low humidity and an increase in static 
electricity in most University buildings. Wintertime also 
means that service calls on laser printers increase dramati
cally. 

Proper Paper Handling 
Many of the service calls are related to dry paper and toner 
cartridge problems. Both are user supply items that can 
cause streaking and smudging. Paper that has been stored 
under dry conditions causes problems with laser printers. 
Laser printer manufacturers recommend storing paper in a 
controlled humidity environment. Some departments use 
portable humidifiers to create the proper environment. 
Others have found that storing paper in a refrigerator 
helps. 
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Toner Suggestions 
Engineering Services advises keeping a cartridge that you 
know is "good" on hand. Then, you can swap a suspect 
cartridge for the "good" cartridge before you place a 
service call, saving yourself downtime and possibly money. 

You should buy cartridges from vendors you trust. Toner 
cartridges are more than just "a plastic box full of powder." 
They are a complex and critical part of the laser printer. 
Unfortunately, many people do not read or heed the 
instructions packed with replacement cartridges: 
,/ clean the fixing roller with the special pad included 

with the replacement toner 
,/ clean the transfer guide with a damp cloth 
,/ clean the primary corona wire (use the brush that is 

packed inside most laser printers). 

e ZEOS Warranty and Service 
ZEOS computers are now available through the Micro
computer Discount Program; they are sold through the 
Book Center and supported by the Microcomputer Center 
and ACS Engineering Services. 

ZEOS products are covered by a one-year-limited warranty 
from the date of delivery. Engineering Services is the 
University's warranty center. Carry-In warranty service is 
provided at no charge. On-Site warranty service is pro
vided to most departments for $25 per problem. To 
qualifY, departments must be within a five-mile radius of 
Engineering Services. And, of course, on-site service is 
provided at no charge to departments with on-site con
tracts. 

• Hard Disk Upgrades 
Engineering Services can replace "out of warranty" Macin
tosh internal hard drives with higher capacity drives at 
competitive prices. Installed prices currently range from 
$399 fOr a 40MB drive to $969 for a 210MB drive. Our 
success rate for recovering files from "crashed" hard disks 
has steadily increased. 

In addition, Engineering Services offers trade-in allowances 
to Mac users who want to replace working 20 and 40MB 
hard disks with higher capacity drives. 

Engineering Services also provides a variety of hard disk 
and memory upgrades for SUNs, IBMs, and IBM-com
patibles. 

• New Sun Products 
During the past year Sun announced several new products. 
Engineering Services offers maintenance contract service 
on most of the new configurations at a 45% discount from 
SUN's same day price. Our recent additions include: 

• SPARCstation SLC, 4/20FM-8 
• SPARCstation 1+, 4/65 
• SPARCstation 1, 4/60 

c.-. News continued from ......... Page 45 

cards for their systems. Basically, ZEOS is an engineering 
company rather than a marketing company; it concentrates 
on building a superior product rather than spending 
money on sales and advertising expenses. 

Comparative Benchmarks 
Since money spent on marketing doesn't make your 
computer run any faster, you may want to consider a 
ZEOS system even if this is the first time you have heard of 
the company. Have you ever heard anyone complain 
about their computer system running too fast? Since we 
haven't, we ran some tests to compare ZEOS with other 
microcomputers available through the discount program. 

386SX 16 MHz Machines 
To evaluate the performance of the 80386SX computers 
we used the following IBM, Zenith, and ZEOS configura
tions. Each machine runs at 16 megahertz. 

IBM 
An IBM PS/2 Model 55SX with 2MB of RAM, a 60MB 
hard disk, and an IBM 8513 VGA color monitor. 

Zenith 
A Z-386SX with 2MB of RAM, an 80MB hard disk, and 
Zenith's Flat Tension Mask VGA color monitor. 

ZEOS 
A ZEOS 386SX with 1MB of RAM, an 85MB hard disk, 
and the ZEOS VGA color monitor with 16-bit Diamond 
Speedstar adapter and 512K video memory. 
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386DX 25 MHz Machines dBASE Ill+ Index Test 
To evaluate the 80386DX computers we used these Zenith 
and ZEOS configurations (a comparable IBM PS/2 
machine was unavailable for testing). Each machine runs 
at 25 megahertz and has 2 megabytes of memory. 

Using dBASE III+ and a database containing 5,3I5 
records, each with I30 characters, we indexed the database 
on a single IS-character field. 

dBASE Ill+ Sort Test 
Zenith 
A Zenith Z-386/25 with a 70MB hard disk and Zenith's 
Flat Tension Mask VGA color monitor. 

Using the same 5,3I5 record database, we sorted the entire 
file on the same IS-character field. 

ZEOS 
A ZEOS 386-25 with an 85MB hard 
disk and ZEOS VGA color monitor 
with 16-bit Diamond Speedstar 
adapter and 5I2K video memory. 

Six Tests 
We ran six identical tests on each of 
these systems. The graphs on these 
two pages show the test's results. The 
PC Magazine Benchmark reports the 
amount of time used directly. We 
used a stopwatch to compute the time 
used in the other five tests. All figures 
are in seconds, so the lower the number 
the better the relative rating. The tests 
perform the following functions. 

PC Magazine Benchmark 
PC Magazine, a bi-weekly publication 
from Ziff-Davis Publications, uses a 
standardized benchmark program for 
its evaluation of computer systems. 
We obtained version 5.I of this 
benchmark suite and used it for the 
first of our tests. The benchmark 
evaluates processor, hard disk, video, 
and memory performance by repeat
edly running a series of instructions 
and then reporting on the elapsed 
time. 

PageMaker Test 
Using Microsoft Windows 3.0 and 
PageMaker version 3.01, we placed a 
16 page text-only document. 
("Place" is PageMaker's term for the 
process used to extract information 
from documents and put it into a 
PageMaker document.) 

Lotus 1-2-3 Recalc #2 

Lotus 1-2-3 Recalc #1 

dBASE Ill+ Sort 
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Video Performance 
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0 
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Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.2 Test 
Using Lotus l-2-3 version 2.2 we generated the following 
function values 402 times each: sin(x), cos(x), tan(x), 
atan(x), acos(x), asin(x), atan2(x,x). We placed the value 
0.6 in cell A1 and the 2,814 function calls referred to that 
cell. We selected manual recalculation and recorded the 
actual time to recalculate the spreadsheet values. 

• memory access 
• video 
• disk readjwrite access 
• DOS disk access 
• processor 
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Zenith IBM 
30% 28% 
48% 81% 
43% 1go..{, 
63% 40% 
6% 8% 

Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.2 @pi Test 

The 25 MHz ZEOS 80386DX was faster than the compa
rable Zenith system. 

The same Lotus 1-2-3 test as above was performed with 
the value @pi in cell Al. 

Test Results 
The 16 MHz ZEOS 386SX was faster than comparable 
Zenith and IBM systems. 

• memory access 
• video 
• disk readjwrite access 
• DOS disk access 
• processor 
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Representative ZEOS 
Configurations and Prices 
Because ZEOS systems are 
individually assembled, you 
can choose from a wide 
TJariety of options and 
configurations. 

The table on page 57 lists 
the configurations that we 
think will be popular. For 
comparative purposes we 
have included similarly 
configured systems for 
IBM and Zenith. 

Besides the items listed in 
the table, the ZEOS 
configurations come with: 

• two floppy drives: one 
1.2MB 5.25-inch and one 
3.5-inch 1.44MB 

• a keyboard 

• DOS 4.01 with GW
Basic and Windows 3.0 
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VISA® 

Ordering ZEOS Systems 
Individuals who are full-time Univer
sity faculty, staff, and students receive 

® a 5% discount off normal ZEOS 
pricing. Departments also receive a 
5% discount. 

When individuals order ZEOS equip
ment, the Electronics Desk verifies 
their eligibility to participate in the 
discount program. Individuals make 
their own payment and delivery 
arrangements with ZEOS. ZEOS 
accepts MasterCard, VISA, American 
Express, and the ZEOS credit card 
(called a Z•Card). 

Department must prepare a QJ4-ick Order (BA 484) and 
send it to Jane Thomas at the purchasing department in 
the Administrative Services Center. 

Delivery 
Because ZEOS is a local company (they are located in St. 
Paul) and builds each system to order, the Book Center 
does not stock ZEOS equipment. Instead, once you have 
paid for the system, ZEOS builds and then ships the system 
directly to you, the purchaser. Typical delivery time for a 
system is 7-14 days. Faster delivery is also available. ZEOS 
pre-builds their most popular configurations and offers 
next day delivery for systems ordered by 10 a.m. under 
their Computers Now! program. The consultants at the 
Microcomputer HelpLine have a list of configurations 
available under the Computers Now! program. 

Warranties and Help 
The standard ZEOS 1 year warranty and 30-day money 
back guarantee are valid for University purchasers. Techni
cal support for the ZEOS systems is handled by the 
Microcomputer HelpLine ( dial626-4276). Warranty work 
and hardware repair is handled by the University's ACS 
Engineering Services department. 

Getting More Information 
For more information, call or visit the Microcomputer 
HelpLine. The HelpLine has complete prices and four 
ZEOS configurations available for your inspection: 

three ZEOS desktop systems 
• 16 MHz 386SX 
• 20 MHz 386SX 
• 25 MHz 386 
the ZEOS 286 portable 

Stop by and try out your favorite software. 

e Newsletter Indexes 
Microcomputer Newsletter indexes for Volumes 5 and 6 
are available from the information volume of the Macintosh 
Information Server. Look in the folder called Micro 
Newsletter. Copies are available in Freeview and Microsoft 
Word (version 4) and formats. You can open the Word 
document with MacWrite II (however, the column 
margins will not be the same as Word's column margins). 
Since the documents use the Times and Helvetica fonts, 
you can print them on most Mac compatible printers. 

• Vacation Sick Leave Software 
On January 2, 1991, the Microcomputer Center released a 
new version of the Vacation and Sick leave (VSL) report
ing program for Macintosh and PC/MS-DOS (IBM and 
IBM-compatible) microcomputers. This software is free 
and is available from the Microcomputer HelpLine. To 
get your copy of the software, stop in the HelpLine. You 
don't even have to bring a disk; we'll give you one. The 
VSL program allows your department to automate the 
tracking of Civil Service employees' usage and accumula
tion of the various types of approved leave. 

Mac System Requirements 
This software runs on any Macintosh Plus or better. 
However, you will get better performance if you use a 
Macintosh SE/30 or above computer, especially if you 
have 50 or more employees. 

IBM and IBM-Compatible Requirements 
This software runs on any PC/MS-DOS computer that 
supports Windows 3.0. Windows 3.0 will run on any 
personal computer running PC/MS-DOS 3.1 or a later 
version. This software requires a minimum of640Kof 
memory and a hard disk with 6-8 megabytes of free disk 
space. If your computer has more than 640K of RAM 
(random access memory), configure the extra memory as 
extended memory (rather than expanded) to get the best 
performance from Windows. For best performance, we 
also recommend that you use a computer with at least an 
80386 or 80386SX processor. 

The computer must also have a monitor that is supported 
by Windows 3.0. The list of supported monitors includes: 
CGA; EGA (color and monochrome); MCGA; VGA 
(color and monochrome); IBM 8514/A; and Hercules 
Monochrome. While a mouse is not required to take full 
advantage of Windows' graphical interface, it is highly 
recommended. File and menu selections are much more 
difficult without such a pointing device. The list of 
supported pointing devices includes: IBM's PS/2 mouse; 
Logitech's mouse; and Microsoft's mouse. 
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Representative Configurations and Prices 
~--------------------------------------, 
I Model CPU Hard Disk RAM Expansion Slots Monitor Mouse Ports Price I 

I 
Intel Clock Size Memory 8-bit 16-bit 32-bit VGA Serial Parallel I 

Speed 

r---- ~ -------------,------------------- ---

e3ss sx 
ZEOS 

386SX-16 
Package #3 

386SX-20 
Package #3 

IBM PS/2 
55Sx 

ZENITH 
Z-386 SX 

e3ss 
ZEOS 

386-25 
Package #2 

* 

* 
386-33 
Package# 2 * 

IBM PS/2 
70-Q61 

70.121 ** 

70-A21 

ZENITH 
Z-386/25 

Z-386/33 

e4s6 

386SX 

386SX 

386SX 

386SX 

80386 

80386 

80386 

80386 

80386 

80386 

80386 

ZEOS 
486-25 (EI 
Package #2 

SA System) 
80486 

SA System) 

16M HZ 85MB 2MB 

20M Hz 85MB 2MB 

16M Hz 60MB 2MB 

16M Hz 80MB 2MB 

25M Hz 124MB 4MB 

33M Hz 124MB 4MB 

20M Hz 60MB 2MB 

20M Hz 120MB 4MB 

25M Hz 120MB 2MB 

25M Hz 70MB 2MB 

33M Hz 150MB 2MB 

25M Hz 330MB 8MB 

2 6 0 color y 2 1 $2,180.25 

1 7 0 color y 2 1 2,465.25 

0 3 0 color y 1 1 2,699.00 

0 4 0 color N 2 1 3,015.00 

I 

1 6 1 color y 2 1 $3,035.25 

0 6 2 color y 2 1 3,510.25 

0 1 2 none N 1 1 3,592.00 

0 1 2 color y 1 1 4,999.00 

0 1 2 none N 1 1 5,512.00 

0 1 3 color N 2 1 4,755.00 

0 1 3 color N 2 1 5,820.00 

0 0 8 mono y 2 1 $7,120.25 

486-33 (EI 

LPackage #~ 80486 33MHz 330MB 8MB 0 0 8 mono Y 2 1 8,070.25 

-------------~------~-------------~ 
* ZEOS's Computers now! available from ZEOS for next day delivery. 

** IBM 70.121's price reduced from $5,499; see price change announcements on page 58. This configuration comes bundled 
with Windows 3.0, Excel, Word for Windows, Asymetrix Toolbook, and more software. 

These prices do not include tax. 

l 
I 
~ 

I 
I 
! 

t 

I 
I 
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Book Center Notes 

These offers are made to University departments, 
employees, and students; the regular Micro
computer Discount Program rules of eligibility 
apply. If you have questions about availability, 
phone the Electronics Desk at 625-3854. 

• New Year, New Hours 
As of January 2nd the Electronics Desk will be open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30am to 5:30pm- along 
with the rest of the Book Center. 

• Apple Price Changes 
Prices for two Apple products have dropped: the Macin
tosh Portable and Apple's 2400 baud modem. 

Mac Portable 
The Mac Portable without a built-in hard disk is now 
$2450 (previously it was $3115). The Portable with the 
built-in 40MB hard disk is now $2775 (previously it was 
$3550). 

Apple 2400 Baud Modem 
The discount price for Apple's 2400 baud modem is now 
$235 (previously it was $345). 

• IBM Bundle Price Changes 
IBM offers some of their PS/2 microcomputers bundled 
with selected software at special prices. Prices for three 
16 MHz Model 70s recently dropped $500. Here are the 
new discount prices. 
- Special8570-T61 (with 60MB hard disk): 
- Special 8570-W61 (with 60MB hard disk): 
- Special8570-12l (with 120MB hard disk): 

• Manuals for IBM Bundles 

$3899 
$3749 
$4999 

To keep their bundle prices as low as possible, IBM does 
not provide separate disks or documentation for the 
following software: hDC Windows Express, SoftType, 
Keyboard Mapper, and Formula Editor. 

To get a backup of this software, you must copy it to a 
floppy disk. If you want documentation for these pack
ages, here is what you can do. 

Look at the on-line help screens for Keyboard Mapper and 
Formula Editor. 

You can purchase documentation for hDC Windows 
Express by calling l-800-321-4606. Although the hDC 
Windows Utilities packaging includes a phone number for 
documentation, some inserts do not have the correct 
number. The 800 number above is correct. The hDC 
Windows Express documentation is $7.50 plus $2.50 for 
shipping and handling. 

You can purchase documentation for SoftType, a ZSoft 
product, for $30 by calling 404/428-0008. Or, you can 
get the complete documentation by purchasing more 
typefaces for $50. 

e A/UX 2.0 
You can purchase the following A/UX 2.0 and Mac II 
configurations through the discount program. 

Mac II with A/UX 2.0 
all configurations include 30 days of Technical Answer/ine 

support and A/UX Accessory Kit (M0427LL/A) 

B0263LL/A Mac llcx System 
Includes: • Mac llcx A/UX Hard Disk 80, 

4MB CPU (M5690/B), and A/UX 

B0264LL/A Mac llci System 
Includes: • Mac llci A/UX Hard Disk 80, 

4MB CPU (M5750/B), and A/UX 

B0266LL/A Mac llfx System 
Includes: • Mac llfx A/UX Hard Disk 80, 

4MB CPU (M5523/B), and A/UX 

Media 

$4435 

4515 

6465 

Requires 4MB RAM and Mac II with PMMU, Mac SE/ 
30, II, IIx, Ilcx, IIci, or IIfx. 

all configurations include 30 days of Technical Answerline 
support and A/UX Accessory Kit (M0427LL/A) 

B0267LL/A External 80MB Hard Disk $ 1715 
Includes: • External A/UX HD80 with SCSI System 

Cable and Terminator (M0428LL/A) 

B0268LL/A Tape Product (QIC-100 format) 
Includes: • A/UX on Tape (M0423LL/A) 

B0269LL/A Floppy Product 
Includes: • A/UX on Floppy (M0425LL/A) 

B0270LL/A CD-ROM Product 
Includes: • A/UX on CD-ROM (M0418LL/A) 

710 

710 

495 
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Miscellaneous M07 49LL/ A X Window System Right-to-Copy 38 

M0411ll/A X Window System for A/UX 
(includes manuals M0748LL/A) 

$ 250 A/UX 2.0 to one additional system 
(Order multiples of M0749LL/A to update more than one.) 

M0427LL/A A/UX Accessory Kit 180 M07 4 7LL/ A X Window System Site License 
(for users needing additional kits) 

A/UX Manuals 

(If you are interested in a site license for X Window, 
contact S. P. Yen at 625-1300.) 

80274LL/A Manual Set $ 570 Support Products 
(includes M0429LL/A, M0430LL/A, M0431LL/A) 

M0429LL/A User Kit 199 
(documentation on standard UNIX commands) 

M0430LL/A Programmer's Kit 285 
(for users developing UNIX applications for A/UX) 

M0431LL/A System Administrator Kit 125 
(for administrators of A/UX systems and workgroups) 

M0748LL/A X Window System Manuals 140 

M0594LL/A A/UX Technical Answerline $ 1080 
New orders: Two Contacts, Unlimited Calls for One Year 

M0730LL/A A/UX Technical Answerline 1080 
Renewals: Two Contacts, Unlimited Calls for One Year 

M0784LL/A* CD-ROM: Software Update Service 
Annual Fee, Individual Workstation 

M8002* Floppy: Software Update Service 
Annual Fee, Individual Workstation 

440 

975 

(for those needing additional X Window System manuals) M8007 * Tape: Software Update Service 
Annual Fee, Individual Workstation 

665 

2.0 Update Media 
To update any previous version of A/UX to version 2.0 
requires proof of previous purchase. 

B0271LL/A 
Includes: 

B0272LL/A 
Includes: 

B0273LL/A 
Includes: 

Tape 
• Tape (M0424LL/A), 
A/UX Accessory Kit (M0427LL/A) 

Floppy 
• Floppy (M0426LL/A), 
A/UX Accessory Kit (M0427LL/A) 

CD-ROM 
• CD-ROM (M0419LL/A), 
A/UX Accessory Kit (M0427LL/A) 

$285 

395 

199 

B0275LL/A 
Includes: 

A/UX Manual Update Product 535 
• M0448LL/A, M0489LL/A, M0490LL/A 

Licensing Products 
M0740LL/A Right-to-Copy A/UX 2.0 $ 320 

to one additional system 
(License/Invoice only; no software. Order multiples of 
M0740LL/A to copy to more than one system.) 

M0741Ll/A Right-to-Update to A/UX 2.0 65 
to one additional system 

(Order multiples of M0741LL/A to update more than one.) 

* Provides coverage for all A/UX software updates for 12 
months after order invoicing. Subscriber will not receive 
current version of software. 

And Books, Too 

Q 
If you cannot find the computer books you want 
in the Book Center's Reference section, tell us 
what books you want to buy. Send specific titles 
or areas of interest to: Maureen O'Brien, 160 
Williamson Hall, Minnesota Book Center, 231 

Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455. 

Here's what is new in the Reference section. 

V Mastering PageMaker 4 on the Macintosh by Harvey, a 
Sybex publication for $24.95. 

V Windows 3 Quick Start, a Que publication for $19.95. 

V 1-2-3 PC Tutor, a Que publication for $39.95. 

V Learn Microsoft Word for Windows Now (Special 
Edition contains two 5.25-inch disks) by Brown, a 
Microsoft Press publication for $29.95. 
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Microcomputer and 
Workstation 

Networks Center 

Microcomputer Helpline 
626-4276 (dial ma micro) 

9 am-4 pm, Monday-Friday 

Helpline Branches 
East Bank: 125 Shepherd Labs • 

9 am-4 pm, Monday-Friday 

West Bank: 93 Blegen • 
Mon & Fri 9-noon, Wed 1-4 pm 

St. Paul: 307 McNeal• 
Tue & Fri 1-4 pm, Thur 9-noon 

Training Resources 
625-1300, 132 Shepherd Labs 

Faculty Resource Center 
626-1090 

I 1 Mon & Th 9-noon, Tue & Wed 1-4 
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Adaptive Technology Center 
626-0365, M133 Fraser Hall 
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Newsletter Reprints 
(1) If you want back issues of volumes 4 to the present 
issue, Kinkos will make them for you for a nominal fee. 
The master copies are downstairs at the Kinkos shop at 
306 15th Avenue SE. This shop is open Sunday to 
Saturday. (2) The Information server, accessible to Mac
intoshes directly connected to the University's internet, 
has the six most recent issues of the newsletter. 
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